Homeland Security Today Editorial Guidelines
HSToday is committed to bringing insightful, timely news, analysis and information to homeland security leaders and
decision makers in the public, private, non-profit and academic sectors. We are always looking for expert voices to
help inform the homeland security community and its many missions.
If you would like to be considered for publication, please review the editorial guidelines and send a summary of your
background and interest areas to HSTodayEditor@GTSCoalition with the RE: Potential contributor. Please do not
send articles before being invited to contribute.
Who contributes to HSToday?
HSToday contributors typically hold or have held high-level positions in government and private sector organizations
supporting the homeland security mission. They bring decades of experience and knowledge to illuminate the
complex successes, challenges and priorities in their specific mission area. Contributors also work on the “frontlines”
in challenging operational environments, as well as in academic, research and business institutions supporting the
homeland security community.
What We Want
HSToday seeks articles and opinion pieces that are detailed, narrowly focused on a homeland security priority or
development, and provide unique insights based on the author’s area of expertise. Article length should be dictated
by the subject matter, although most articles typically fall between 500 and 1,500 words. Articles should include
hyperlinks to relevant, trusted sources (e.g., government reports and documents). Photos or videos for which
contributors hold copyrights are also welcome and encouraged.
What We Don’t Want
HSToday articles are collaborative in tone and intention, seeking to elevate and improve knowledge sharing between
public and private homeland security professionals, agencies and organizations. Our content focuses less on an
agency’s problem or error and more on how their efforts might be improved. To deliver this genuinely valuable
content, HSToday articles: do not promote a specific product or service; do not include attacks against individuals or
organizations; and are rooted in documented facts and free from partisan bias. Articles submitted for publication
cannot have been previously published in another outlet.
HSToday does not consider articles that include unnamed sources and does not publish improperly divulged sensitive
information.
Exclusivity and Cross-publishing
HSToday requests a three-day exclusive for published content. During the three-day exclusivity, contributors may
cross-publish up to 150 words of their published article on another website. After three days, contributors enjoy
copyright control and may cross-publish their article in full where they see fit, provided the cross-published content
notes and links to the original publication on HSToday.

